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“The sector is at a pivot point: the strong are getting stronger while the very weak are under considerable threat. There could be carnage”

1 Introduction

Horizon scanning

Horizon scanning is a technique for looking ahead. Its focus is the future rather than the present and its purpose is to identify issues that will be strategically important for Aberdeen in that future.

This is important for three main reasons:

- While it may be relatively easy to understand how the market for higher education will develop in the near future, the further forward the university looks the less clear it is likely to come. In order to anticipate and adapt to change, Aberdeen needs to build intelligence about the factors that are driving change in the long term;

- The range of factors sometimes called drivers of change shaping the future of higher education and the wider needs of business, political and society is wider and more disruptive than it has been in the recent past;

- Developments that are gaining traction in a range of adjacent markets and which may seem peripheral or inconsequential for HE may actually prove disruptive for higher education in the medium to long term.

Horizon scanning therefore needs to look across a range of sectors and developments to build a picture of change in adjacent markets as well as to identify changes that may seem more direct.

Looking at the future

Our approach to horizon scanning uses the three horizons model which illustrates how strategic issues change over time:

![Horizon Scanning Diagram](image)

The present and the near future is defined in the model as Horizon 1 (H1). H1 issues are strategically important now. They are visible and well understood and are generally issues that
government and its stakeholders are already responding to. H1 issues are therefore the focus of current policy and strategy.

H1 issues will become less important over time. They may be assimilated into policy or strategy or they may be overtaken by other trends or events that are less important now but will become more important in the medium term **Horizon 2 (H2)**. Exactly how H2 will develop may not be apparent yet, but many of the key trends and factors – the change drivers that will define it are already in play. The task for regulators, policy makers and strategists is to look at these issues closely, to explore the possible outcomes and to adapt policy and strategy in anticipation of future need. Ideally, this should be a collaborative process.

In the long term, H2 will give way to **Horizon 3 (H3)** and a new set of policy and strategy challenges will emerge. These, too, will require a response from policy makers, but the change drivers that will shape H3 are difficult to see in the present. It is not clear how H3 factors will develop, how they will interact or whether they will create opportunities or threats for stakeholders in the future. The task for regulators, policy makers and strategists here is therefore to identify and track the drivers that will shape H3. Doing so allows them to develop foresight about the strategic challenges and choices they might face in the long term future and to explore what kind of policy or strategy might be required to sustain success.

The main focus for horizon scanning and futures thinking is therefore the mid to long term: Horizon 2 and Horizon 3. The tools and techniques are designed to help policy makers identify the change drivers, to explore the various ways they might combine to change the future policy environment and to consider what the best policy response might be.

**Defining the time horizons**

There is general standard definition of ‘short’, ‘medium’ and ‘long’ term; the time frame for horizon scanning is defined on a project by project basis.

For this project therefore, we have broadly defined Horizon 1 issues as beginning to act on the market for higher education between now and 2025. They will not disappear post Horizon 1 but will continue to influence sector development. Horizon 2 issues will begin to bite between 2025 and 2035; and Horizon 3 issues between 2035 and 2040.

These are intuitive assessments and there will be value in discussing them further in due course.

**The locus of the scans**

Aberdeen is a higher education institution that operates within the global marketplace for higher education. The relationship between the university and its marketplace is dynamic; some actions that Aberdeen takes will have an potential scale of impact on the shape of the marketplace and the choices that a range of actors in it students, competitors, partners, suppliers,
governments, for example make. The reverse is also true; Aberdeen’s success is dependent in part on the choices, actions and strategic trajectory that students, competitors, partners, suppliers and government take.

Beyond the marketplace the part of the external environment that the university probably pays most attention to is the wider world. There are things happening here that may seem peripheral to higher education and to Aberdeen at the moment but which will, over the life of the coming plan and beyond, begin to shape the marketplace and the choices that actors make.

This horizon scan has picked up issues that are pertinent to all three spaces; the university, the marketplace for higher education and the wider world.
2 This document and how to use it

Structure

This document is the 'second edition' of the scans we have prepared to support the strategic planning process.

For this draft, we have removed the grouping according to workstreams and have simply presented the scans in a (broadly) alphabetical order. We have, however indicated which workstream each scan is perhaps most focussed on. This is an objective assessment and there will of course be considerable crossover.

In light of the discussions around version 1, we have removed the paragraph headings on potential implications to enable discussion of these across the university.

Diagnostics

Individual scans are colour coded according to our perception of their strategic importance to Aberdeen. It is important to emphasise that this colour coding is subjective on our part and designed to stimulate conversation; it is not an analysis of Aberdeen’s strategic ambition, its focus or its capability. In part, our colour coding depends on our view of how the particular issue may develop over the next few years.

Red indicates an issue or development that we suggest may be a potential threat

Orange indicates an issue or development that we suggest may be a potential disruptor

Yellow indicates an issue or development that may become more important as it develops and we suggest a watching brief

Green indicates an issue or development that we suggest may create a potential opportunity

For each scan we have also included an analysis (again subjective) of the potential scale of the impact on higher education and how certain the outcome is. On this latter analytic, it is important to emphasise that a low certainty score does not mean we do not believe will have an impact; rather it suggests that the nature of the impact is less certain (or more uncertain).
Additive manufacturing (AM) is the collective name for technologies and process that build 3D objects by adding layers of material. AM is gaining a lot of publicity for high profile projects such as the 3D printed house that can be built in one day at low cost and Arup’s collaboration with CLS Architects in Europe. Future developments mean that houses will likely move from concrete to advanced hybrid materials. Designers are experimenting with smaller scale processes and using it it to develop the technique.

The next wave of AM is exploring how to combine both structural and functional materials in the manufacturing process to create intelligent systems; and AM is likely to move into new industries such as agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals and electronics. Current research is exploring the use of AM to print human tissue. Siemens is building a 3D printing facility in the West Midlands which will develop the technology to print metal parts for the aerospace, automotive and power generation sectors (amongst others).
2. Addressing sexual violence

Almost two thirds of students and graduates at British universities have experienced sexual violence, according to research conducted by campaign group Revolt Sexual Assault and The Student Room. They spoke to just under 5,000 current and past students, both male and female, from more than 150 UK institutions and found that 62% (70% of female and 26% of males) experienced sexual violence at British universities. Only 6% reported their experience to the university, and just 10% to police. More than half said they didn’t feel it was serious enough, while 35% said they felt ashamed. Only 2% of those who experienced sexual assault or harassment both reported it to their university and were satisfied with the process.

A spokesman for Revolt Sexual Assault said: “We want to see a uniform national response to what now must be recognised as a nation wide issue – an enforced and consistent standard of care implemented across the higher education sector, with student survivors at its heart.” In response, a spokesman for Universities UK said the findings showed there was "work to do" to tackle the problem.
A 2017 study by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and Institute of Fiscal Studies (JRF and IFS) predicts that continuing slow earnings growth and rising inflation over the coming years, combined with planned tax and benefit changes, will only lead to modest growth in average income. However, these changes will lead to no growth in income for low income households, and actually result in a rise in child poverty. For the worst 15% of households, real incomes after deducting housing costs are projected to be lower on average in 2022 than in 2014. The IFS's projections show that relative child poverty is set to increase from 30% to 37% by 2022, rising to over 5.2mn children 2021/22.

Any projections relying on macroeconomic forecasts come with substantial margins of error, particularly when the macroeconomic and policy environment is as uncertain as it is now. The future path of real earnings (encapsulating both incomes and inflation) is an important source of uncertainty. What is notable, though, is that even in a high earnings growth scenario, overall absolute poverty falls only slightly, and absolute child poverty still increases.

The path to 2030 is likely to see a further real terms reduction of household incomes whilst inequality between households and regions in the UK becomes more marked. If recent UK trends continue, the proportion of national income accounted for by the highest 0.1% of earners will increase from 5% to 14% by 2030.

In a February 2019 blog post, JFS points out that a growing employment rate is no longer helping families out of poverty as it once did, and people in many parts of the country are locked out of opportunities to access good jobs. In work poverty has been steadily rising and one in eight workers now live in poverty. To loosen the grip that poverty has on people’s lives, it argues, society can no longer rely on previous assumptions that prosperity will trickle down. A growing body of evidence is showing, simply driving up output growth and number of jobs in an economy are not guaranteed to improve living standards for people in or at risk of poverty. This is why the UK needs inclusive growth

<table>
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<th>3. An increasingly unequal society</th>
</tr>
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4. Australia considers formalised recognition of micro credentials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>THE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>John Ross</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Expert Panel for the Review of the Australian Qualifications Framework offers qualified support for the inclusion of short form study programmes, from enabling courses and vocational “skill sets” to micro master's and massive open online courses, in the Australian Qualifications Framework.

Ian Jacobs, vice chancellor of the University of New South Wales, said that the proposals were timely as institutions around the country developed suites of mini courses.

He said that the panel was focusing on the same sorts of issues that UNSW was grappling with as it constructed its own mini credentials, such as how to maintain academic standards and meet regulatory and industry requirements. “Rigour and quality is crucial, so that students know what they’re getting,” Professor Jacobs said.

The paper outlines the types of short credentials that could be incorporated in the AQF, and the technical hurdles that would need to be addressed – including how their quality could be assured, and where they could be assigned on the qualifications ladder.

It notes that Denmark, the Republic of Ireland and Scotland have successfully tackled such questions, and that New Zealand was considering following suit. It also outlines the advantages of recognising short courses in the AQF, particularly around questions of credit. “Employers and workers are looking for credentials that are affordable and timely, that can help people to retrain and upskill as the workplace changes,” it notes.
5. Blockchain universities
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There is considerable interest in how blockchain, one of the technologies that underpins cryptocurrencies, might transform education. Higher education is experimenting with ways that blockchain can be used. For some, blockchain is a useful way of cutting administrative costs and making degree records more secure. More ambitiously, some suggest that blockchain could hasten the dissolution of universities as institutions and help to usher in a system whereby academics validate students' knowledge directly. In February 2019, the United Arab Emirates University released UAEU Passport, blockchain applications for digital academic records to all students and alumni across the university. UAEU is the first institution to go live on such a large scale.

A group of academics from Oxford aim to set up Woolf University, a blockchain based institution. Woolf will not have a physical campus and will instead be based around an app that allows academics to advertise their expertise to prospective students, who can in turn select modules to suit their needs and interests. Blockchain will be used to regulate contracts and payments and also to record academic achievement. In time, students will be able to acquire credits towards undergraduate degrees, which will be placed on the blockchain and be accredited by traditional higher education institutions. Woolf’s aim is to allow academics to take control of their employment and to lower tuition fees for students.

Educhain, a Dubai based blockchain company that enables academic institutions to issue official academic credentials and automate their verification is working with a range of institutions internationally.
There is a long standing gulf between productivity levels in the UK and its leading competitors, with the UK now 18% less productive than the average of the G7 countries. This matters because productivity growth drives economic growth over the longer term; and, as the UK population ages, boosting productivity will become more challenging.

Recent employment growth has been skewed towards low productivity jobs and industries which has dragged down average productivity growth in the economy, as well as weakening earnings growth. However, low productivity growth may prove more durable, especially since it appears to be a common phenomenon across the advanced economies. Some commentators argue that we have entered an era of more or less permanently subdued productivity growth for essentially structural reasons. As a consequence, economic forecasts (themselves highly uncertain) expect that the average rate of productivity growth over the next 5 years (1.1%) is only just above pre financial crisis levels. Beyond that period is highly uncertain, but certain structural weaknesses will provide constraints on the growth potential of the UK economy.

The other factor is that productivity growth is highly uneven in the economy, with definite winners and losers. Productivity growth among ‘average firms’ has stalled, partly due to slow rates of technological adoption, low investment, and weak management. While the top 1% of businesses have seen average productivity growth of around 6% per year since 2000, one third of UK companies have seen no rise in productivity at all. Overall business spending on ICT, machinery and other equipment has hardly grown in real terms since 2000.
Scotland has proportionally more EU students on our college and university campuses than other parts of the UK, while EU nationals make up a quarter of research staff. The Scottish government has launched the Stay in Scotland campaign to offer practical support to EU citizens living here in the run up to Brexit, and to reiterate that it values the contribution they make to our communities.

The proposed "no deal" migration policy, allowing a temporary leave to stay for three years, ignores the fact that the majority of undergraduate courses in Scotland last four years. To then suggest that EU students could apply for a visa for a further year to complete their course – at a cost of up to £840 – is, according to the minister, simply outrageous and put Scottish institutions at a serious disadvantage when competing to attract EU nationals.

For students wanting to go abroad to learn, it's also a disaster. Proportionally more Scottish students take part in the Erasmus+ exchange than other parts of the UK. Scotland's continued participation in the scheme, particularly in the event of "no deal", threatens all students involved in work or study placements across Europe.

Since Horizon 2020 launched in 2014, almost €600 million of funding for research and innovation has been secured by Scottish organisations. But latest figures are worrying – the total share of UK and Scottish participations in Horizon 2020 projects is falling. Researchers suggest that EU partners who would have previously wished to collaborate are avoiding doing so now, due to ongoing uncertainty. European Social Fund (ESF) programmes are also under threat. Jointly delivered by the Scottish Funding Council and the EU, they have provided additional student places at colleges, and some universities, for upskilling and supporting young people not yet in employment, education and training. In 2017 18, £14 million of funding was match funded by ESF programmes.

The minister intends to convene a second joint sector Brexit Summit in May to consider how Scottish institutions can work together to respond to the challenges of Brexit.
The University of Bristol is joining with other organisations and institutions across the country and the world to become the first UK university to declare a climate emergency.

Professor Judith Squires, Deputy Vice Chancellor and Provost, said: “The University of Bristol plays a key role in fighting climate change, it does this through its research, its teaching and how it operates.

“Calling a climate emergency highlights the urgency of the task we are engaged in and I hope others join us in increasing their action on this, the biggest challenge we face.”

In 2015, Bristol made a promise to become carbon neutral by 2030; to date, it has reduced carbon emissions by 27 percent and is on track tho meet the target. In 2018, it also announced plans to divest completely from all investments in fossil fuel companies within two years.

Pressure to act is beginning to rise. In the US, students are becoming increasingly vocal and Universities in the UK may not be far behind. An institution’s approach to carbon may become a source of competitive advantage for a generation wishing to act on climate change reduction.

Universities may also have a key leadership role to play in helping their home city transition to low carbon.
9. British universities bombarded with cyber attacks

Known successful cyber attacks on British universities have nearly doubled in two years, with criminals launching hundreds of successful cyberattacks targeting scientific, engineering and medical advances including research into missiles. Personal data especially using non anonymised records used for research is also sought after for money laundering or identity theft. The University of Oxford identified 515 cases of unauthorised access to its accounts or machines in 2016/17 and UCL said it experienced 57 successful attacks in the same time period. Queen Mary, University of London, said that it had blocked 38.75 million attacks over the period.

Experts said that criminal gangs were finding ways through often weak defences in an attempt to steal sensitive information on behalf of foreign states or to sell it on to them. Carsten Maple, director of cybersecurity research at Warwick University said that cyberdefences at universities needed to be urgently tightened to prevent IP theft. One issue is that cybersecurity relies on good practice by and education of all staff and students.

The National Cyber Security Centre has called for organisations to ensure that online security is as robust as possible. "We can't do this alone", a spokesman said.
This article focusses on the work of Professor John Goddard in proving the concept of civic universities.

It describes the civic university as a way to reinvent and strengthen the links between universities and the places they inhabit. The idea is about more than the traditional pattern of university industry links and is increasingly oriented towards world class universities working on world problems, not only those which already have a strong local mission.

The civic mission focusses less on what universities are for and more on what they are good for. This includes developing disadvantaged locations, ensuring that innovation gets everywhere in society, and involving citizens in innovation. The insight driving this practice is that universities and society both have something to gain from developing research savvy citizens who are not patients. Their influence means that the region itself becomes a ‘living laboratory’ in which ideas can be tried out. So an intervention in housing or transport that might affect obesity can be tested and assessed in a setting where people value research and are aware of its possible benefits.

While it can be tough for a university and its hard pressed academics to take on the civic mission, it is not easy either for cities and the people in them to get closer to their local university. This should be simple enough. Universities are usually among the biggest employers in any city or region, and the spending power of their staff and students is a major economic force. They occupy a large and growing percentage of many city centres, and often have some of the most impressive building projects on the go. There is no point wishing that the university had better links to the outside world – it is already part of it.

In Goddard’s view, universities have to take a lead in improving the way they carry out dialogue with these and other stakeholders. He says that when it works, all parties can reach a point where they can create “place based policy” with strong academic input. In the field of ageing, this is now emerging in Newcastle via a hub that was originally set up by the National Health Service and the University, but which now draws in a wide range of other interests, including the private sector.

Goddard points out finally that while cities need their universities, in the era of populism, universities themselves need their external links to be stronger. Almost nothing, after all, is more elitist looking than a research university in a depressed city. As he sees it, universities are part of the problem. But they can become part of the solution by showing the value of everything they contribute to the community of which they form part, on every scale from the city and the region to the world.
11. Changing economy, changing skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>The Global Financial and Monetary System in 2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>June 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential scale of impact</td>
<td>★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Global matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>Potential DISRUPTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competition for the right talent is fierce. And ‘talent’ no longer means the same as ten years ago; many of the roles, skills and job titles of tomorrow are unknown to us today. If current trends continue, within the next decade China and India will account for 40% of all young people with a degree in G20 and OECD countries, while the US and EU countries will account for just over a quarter. These countries are also producing more graduates in STEM subjects.

By 2030, if these trends continue, China and India will account for more than 60% of the OECD and G20 STEM graduates.

Government scope to invest in employment and education initiatives will be increasingly challenged by continuing fiscal pressures, with a trade off between sustaining an ageing population and promoting opportunities for the young. As a consequence, there will continue to be a shift to the privatisation of education and training.
Growing the artificial intelligence industry in the UK, a report published by the UK Government in October 2017 suggests that AI could add an additional £630bn to the UK economy by 2035, increasing the annual growth rate of GVA from 2.5 to 3.9%. It also could increase spending power per household in the UK by up to £2,300 a year by 2030. The report makes 18 recommendations, 9 of which involve universities in improving the supply of skills or maximising the UK’s AI research. The Foreword notes that “We have a choice. The UK could stay among the world leaders in AI in the future, or allow other countries to dominate. We start from a good position in many respects but other leading countries are devoting significant resources to growing and deploying AI. The UK will need to act in key areas and to sustain action over a long period and across industry sectors, to retain its world leading status, and to grow our AI capability as well as deploying it much more widely. [The]UK has the expertise and the appetite to grasp the opportunity if we act decisively now.

In a follow up article in Wired in December 2018, Wendy Hall and Jerome Presenti highlighted the imperative for the UK to pool its resources – data, research results, skills and expertise – to achieve these results.

On 20 July 2017, China’s State Council issued the “Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan” (新一代人工智能发展规划) which articulates an ambitious agenda for China to lead the world in AI. China stated its intention to pursue first mover advantage to become the “premier global AI innovation center” by 2030. Through this new strategic framework, China plans to advance a “three in one” agenda in AI: tackling key problems in research and development, pursuing a range of products and applications, and cultivating an AI industry. The Chinese leadership aims to overtake the United States in the process.

An article in the Harvard Business Review in March 2018 indicated that, when looked at in detail, China’s plan is complicated and nuanced. “The most interesting thing is the depth of thinking, the breadth of thinking, from policy makers, research institutes, and tech companies,” said Jeffrey Ding, a student at Oxford University’s Future of Humanity Institute who studies China’s nascent AI industry and who translated the report says. “It vastly exceeds what I expected going in.”

China’s booming AI industry and massive government investment in the technology have raised fears in the US and elsewhere that the nation will overtake international rivals.
13. Community relationships with universities are becoming fragile

Sources | THE, The Guardian, various newspaper reports
---|---
Date | June 2018 onwards
Author(s) | 
Potential scale of impact | ★★★★★
Certainty of outcome | ★★★★
Impact horizon | H1 H2 H3
Primary focus | Inclusive
Diagnosis | Potential THREAT

Speaking at the British Academy on 5 June 2018, Meric Gertler, president of the University of Toronto, suggested that the rush to open international branch campuses has undermined universities’ relationships with their local communities. His speech came at the same time as the University of Durham appointed its first community liaison officer in a bid to ease mounting tensions over the university’s expansion plans for the next decade.

Relationships between universities and local communities have been quietly growing fragile for some time now. One reason is the impact of rising student numbers affecting property prices and availability for local residents. In St Andrews, such ‘studentification’ is causing problems for local citizens to such an extent that there is now a growing possibility of calls for action to restrict the growth of student numbers at the university. Of course, such calls are unlikely to be successful for a whole range of reasons and this creates a second challenge for universities: being seen as faceless and uncaring businesses that are only interested in their own expansion. As in Durham, resident groups in London, Cambridge and Coventry have all expressed concern about local expansion plans and the crowding out of local communities sometimes suggesting that universities are no longer interested in being part of those communities at all.
This article explores the thesis that, in a world where interdisciplinary research is of growing importance, dividing universities by academic departments creates barriers not benefits.

Departments make it harder for academics to push boundaries as they struggle to find new intellectual homes for ideas that don’t fit neatly into disciplinary boxes. Students lose out too: poorly managed course development across disciplines can lead to a joint degree that is two mealy halves joined together rather than a seamless matrix of ideas and challenges.

Interdepartmental rivalries and rigid departments and administrative systems are the basis of division rather than collaboration, engendering disputes over resourcing and financing.

The sector needs to find new structures that are set up in the most effective ways to wrestle with real problems. In the US, there has been a shift towards more flexible structures, with staff free to move between interdisciplinary centres. There are not enough of these in the UK. Universities can take inspiration from the University of Essex, which has an Interdisciplinary Studies Centre where students can choose modules from across humanities and social sciences subjects and work with staff from different departments.

Bradford University’s faculty of management and law (where the author of this article works) is removing departmental divisions and restructuring around research. Under this approach, research centres – based around interdisciplinary expertise and collaborations – administer taught courses, using research to inform course creation and delivery. The structure is intended to encourage cooperation between staff and students, strengthen the ties between teaching and research activities, and turn collaborative, interdisciplinary working into the norm.

Open, flexible boundaries are likely to become increasingly important for academics and students, as emphasis within universities shifts from structure to cooperation. Everyone is set to benefit: researchers will receive wider input, ideas and energy, teaching staff will no longer feel excluded from higher status activities, and students will gain experience and skills from being part of live projects. Freed from departmental traditions, Professor Irani postulates, higher education will spring into new life.
National population projections for 18–20 year old UK citizens show a 10% decrease in the number of 18–20 year olds (more than 230,000 young people) between 2014 and 2021, followed by an increase of 19% between 2021 and 2030. The number of young people in the population will return to 2014 levels (2.4 million) by 2026 before increasing sharply between 2026 and 2030. Reflecting this trend, the number of people applying for UK university places in 2017 fell by more than 25,000 (4%) over 2016, although there was a marked difference between Scotland and the rest of the UK, perhaps due to the funding regime:

- 437,860 applications from students in England  down 5% from 459,430 last year
- 48,940 from Scotland  down 1% from 49,470
- 22,530 from Wales  down 5% from 23,740
- 20,290 from Northern Ireland  down 4% from 21,110

The number of EU students planning to study in the UK fell by 5%. There has also been a significant drop in mature students, leading for calls for universities and colleges should look to do what they can to reverse the decline in mature student applications, as a matter of urgency.

While the Department for Education has made the point that the number of 18 year olds applying for university was at record levels in 2017, the reality remains that the increase is not sufficient to sustain student numbers in the UK overall. Some courses that rely on bursaries have been particularly hit since their abolition. With public sector costs set to rise significantly in light of the health and social care costs of an ageing population, sustained levels of public funding to the sector may not be guaranteed. And, while Scotland’s sustained free tuition for EU Students may act in its favour, overseas students may not distinguish between Scotland and the wider UK cultural and attitudinal issues surrounding Brexit.
In September 2017, the Duke of Cambridge visited a charity in London that supports recovering addicts and asked them if they thought the law on illegal substances should be changed. "It feels like a question I have to ask," the Duke is reported to have said. The UK is the leading country in Europe for deaths from drug overdoses, and many believe that the current drug policy is not working. Criminalisation appears to have failed – but efforts to cultivate fresh thinking are getting nowhere.

A 2016 study argued that cannabis legalisation and regulation is ‘now inevitable’ and called on the UK to emulate the market based approaches emerging in North America. A legal cannabis market could be worth £6.8bn in the UK and net as much as £1.05bn for the Treasury.

The authors of a paper published in February 2019 Association of Cannabis Use in Adolescence and Risk of Depression, Anxiety, and Suicidality in Young Adulthood: A Systematic Review and Meta analysis have identified about 60,000 cases of depression in adults under 35 in the UK, and more than 400,000 in the US, that could be avoided if adolescents did not smoke cannabis. An Independent Review of Drugs and Crime, announced by the Home Office in February 2019, has explicitly put consideration of legal reform out of scope. However, the appointed chair, Dame Carol Black, has said she will look at the experiences in Portugal, Canada and other countries that have embarked on reform.
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</tr>
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17. Establishing UK HE’s place in the world post Brexit

This article argues that universities can thrive post Brexit if Government delivers on four policy priorities:

**An ambitious international education strategy**

A comprehensive international education strategy to grow the number of international students. This should include improvements to post study work visas so graduates can live and work in the UK for a defined period following graduation. It should also be coupled with a significant and sustained campaign to encourage international students to choose the UK, counteracting the less than welcoming impression of recent years.

**An immigration system that recognises the value of international staff and students**

An immigration system that enables students to enter the UK to study with minimal barriers and universities to recruit talented staff with minimal bureaucracy. The current tier 2 and tier 4 visa arrangements need urgent reform if UK universities are to attract talented European staff and students that contribute so much to our campus communities, our research, our teaching and our economy.

**Support to grow international research collaboration**

European research programmes enable access to a multinational, pooled financial resource that is essential for collaboration – and incentivises it. The Horizon Europe programme offers globally recognised prestige, enabling access and exposure to networks and contacts that encourage further collaboration. It also provides a single framework for collaboration, and operates within a common regulatory framework. Future free trade agreements will present opportunities to enhance international collaboration on research and education. The university sector needs to be clear about what the priorities are for each country the UK government may seek to enter into a free trade agreement with.

**Support to grow outward student mobility**

UK students and staff need to pursue international experiences that directly benefit their academic performance and their wider employability, while enabling them to build international networks. Building international experience will be an important way of growing the skills and experience necessary for the UK to be a global trading nation.
Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin provide a secure system for storing and exchanging money on the internet. Cryptocurrencies are not regulated or controlled by any bank, government or centralised financial authority, and offers users a range of advantages over traditional banking (anonymity, secure transactions, low transaction fees and no forgery to name a few).

Bitcoin, invented in 2009, was the first cryptocurrency but is not the only one. By the end of 2017, there were over 1,000 cryptocurrencies and significant volatility the market; largely because of continuing speculation.

A number of leading retail websites accept cryptocurrencies and they are now beginning to be accepted in the physical world too. There is even a small but growing network of Bitcoin ATMs in the UK.

Running counterintuitively (perhaps) to the provenance of cryptocurrencies, the Bank of England is currently investigating the possible introduction of a cryptocurrency linked to sterling. A Bank of England issued digital currency would potentially allow British citizens to keep their money in digital form with the central bank itself, dispensing with the need for a retail bank. Big ticket transactions, such as buying a house, could happen in nanoseconds.

The founders of Ethereum, a leading cryptocurrency, fund a research lab (one of two globally) at Edinburgh University that focuses on blockchain technology; other universities, including Oxford and Cambridge, are introducing courses in the technology. A news report in the San Francisco Chronicle on 5 June 2018 indicates that US universities are starting (tentatively) to invest in cryptocurrencies.
19. From low emissions to zero emissions
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Aberdeen is one of four cities in Scotland which is to introduce a low emission zone (LEZ) in its city centre by 2020. Glasgow has already done so and Edinburgh and Dundee are also drawing up plans.

While some local press suggests that Aberdeen’s plans may be lagging the other cities, Edinburgh has upped the ante. The City Council is considering plans to extend the LEZ from the centre to cover the entire capital. Only cars, buses and other vehicles with the cleanest engines would be permitted - which means that, on current estimates, around half of the vehicles in Edinburgh would face being banned in the city.

Initially focussed on health benefits, Edinburgh's plans are an early response to a trend that will continue as Scotland, the UK and other nations work towards banning petrol and diesel vehicles. The UK government’s initial proposal to introduce the ban by 2040 is now under pressure from MPs and others who believe it should be introduced by 2030. The Scottish Government plans to phase out new petrol and diesel vehicles by 2032.

Expect the pressure to continue. The Committee on Climate Change (CCC), the official adviser to UK government and devolved administrations in Scotland and Wales, published a report in May 2019 recommending that the UK should legislate for and reach a net zero emissions goal by 2050, so as to end its contribution to global warming within 30 years.

This will involve much change. Not the least is that staff may need to review their own travel practices in the future.
## 20. From partnership to fusion: future educational landscapes

<table>
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<td>Gilly Salmon</td>
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### Potential scale of impact
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### Diagnostic
- Potential OPPORTUNITY

Across the higher education sector, aspirations to internationalise the student body, transform approaches to education, increase student recruitment and generate revenue are all on the agenda. Once, universities might have been able to do all of this on their own. But it looks less likely as we move towards a digitally integrated future. Evidence based pedagogical approaches for online education mean that very high quality engaged learning is now available at scale. But making the right choices of technologies and deploying them effectively requires effective partnerships and collaborations with providers.

The author discusses a new type of partnership fusion that allows collaborating institutions to blend different components or elements to create something new. She suggests six aspects of fusion that will create success in the future for university partnerships:

- **Pedagogy**: New curricula and pedagogical ‘design and build’ methodologies ensure full engagement for all contributors – academics, educationalists, information and technology specialists. Confidence and trust can be built through joint design and shared development, leading to transformational thinking and exceptional outcomes for students.

- **Resources**: Manage and commit resources (of all kinds) to the partnership.

- **Trust**: Nurture each other for the good of the whole – trust doesn’t come as naturally as many think. Both parties lend their efforts to lift a mass they could not move on their own. Effectiveness is about applying the needed effort at the correct distance along the lever. Joint workshopping enables creative, open problem solving, relationship building and emergent idea generation.

- **Capability**: Appoint and enable people who have the capability to operate across organisations and roles and who can rally sustainable commitment, function across lines, problem solve, foster constructive enthusiasm and lead to action. Clarity for communication lines and accountabilities are crucial.

- **Structure**: Set up a transparent hierarchy of integrated strategic and operational formal groups, with clear purposes, roles and terms of reference. Be aware that embedded in both organisational cultures are a mass of procedures and decision cycles will be out of synch at the beginning.

- **Prototypes**: Recognise that very small scale ‘hopeful pilots’ are rarely successful in scenarios of this level of scale and complexity. Better ways of going beyond proofs of concept are through prototyping, to demonstrate how things can be done. It’s best to aim for modest but achievable outcomes whilst assembling for more ambitious, scalable sequels.
A Georgia Institute of Technology committee created three years ago to craft a vision for the education the institution should provide in the future has laid that out in a new report, "Deliberate Innovation, Lifetime Education."

The study by the Commission on Creating the Next in Education - an Institute-wide commission of more than 50 faculty, staff, and students - offers a look at what the research university should be doing in 2040, and it envisions a scenario in which learners and institutions have a lifelong, symbiotic relationship made possible by new credentials, a different approach to advising, and artificial intelligence, among other things.

The Commission recommends five initiatives aimed at closing knowledge gaps, prototyping new products and services, and building critical technological infrastructure to achieve the vision of a lifetime education.

1. Educating the Whole Person.
2. Developing New Products and Services.
3. Reinventing Advising for a New Era.
4. Introducing Artificial Intelligence and Personalization Technologies.
5. Deploying a Distributed Worldwide Presence.

The Commission recommends a systems approach to growing Georgia Tech’s capacity for educational innovation, as all ideas imagined in the report are predicated on a culture change across the institution. This reshaping would fuse research and educational cultures into a single, immersive culture of innovation.

"This platform will blend in-person and digital learning experiences," the report states. "Advising and professional coaching that starts much earlier in high school will provide students multiple pathways through the undergraduate and graduate experience and will be sustained for a lifetime by renewable learning with multiple on- and off-ramps beyond degrees and certificates from Georgia Tech."
In August 2017, a report by RAND Europe, titled Understanding Mental Health in the Research Environment, claimed that the majority of university staff find their job stressful, with levels of burnout comparable to those among “high risk” groups such as healthcare workers.

Some 37 per cent of academics reported a mental health disorder, while more than 40 per cent of postgraduate students reported depression symptoms, emotional or stress related problems or high levels of stress, according to the report, which was commissioned by the Royal Society and the Wellcome Trust and was based on a literature review of 48 studies in this area.

In September 2014, pressure to secure grant money apparently led Stefan Grimm, a toxicology professor at Imperial College London, to take his own life. He had received a letter earlier that year informing him that he was “struggling to fulfil the metrics of a professorial post” and needed to win research grants worth £200,000 a year.

One month after his death, colleagues at Imperial were shocked to receive an email purportedly sent by the scientist himself. It was titled “How professors are treated at Imperial College” and read: “This is not a university anymore but a business”, where “the rest of us are milked for money, be it professors for their grant income or students who pay £100 just to extend their write up status”. In the wake of Grimm’s death, Imperial ordered an internal review of its staff policies, which recommended several changes. These included providing improved support for those facing performance management assessments, which can also take in the number and publication venues of papers each academic produces, as well as the number of PhD students they have supervised.

Higher education staff report worse wellbeing than those in other types of employment. Only 1 in 6 academics discloses mental health issues to their employer. Job insecurity is a key issue for those working in the research environment, particularly early career researchers who are often employed on successive short term contracts.
Research by the NUS carried out in 2015 found that eight out of 10 UK students said they experienced mental health issues during the previous year. Half of the students did not seek help. A third (at that time) said they did not know where to get mental health support from.

Data from the Higher Education Statistics Agency (Hesa) revealed that a record 1,180 students who experienced mental health problems left university early in 2014-15, the most recent year in which data was available. That represents a 210% increase from 380 in 2009-10.

94% of universities have experienced a sharp increase in the number of people trying to access support services, with some institutions noticing a threefold increase. Providing effective mental health support is part of a duty of care.

Data obtained by the Guardian in 2017 showed that some universities are cutting back on the number of counsellors they employ, or are not recruiting more to meet the rise in demand.

Old news? Maybe. Sorted? Definitely not. A mental health survey of UK universities, published in March 2019, polled 37,500 students; 50.3% reported self harm, 87.7% struggle with anxiety, and 75.6% conceal their symptoms from friends.

Jisc's Horizons report, launched in March 2109 addresses the mental health challenge in detail, offering suggestions for how technology may help better support students and staff. Learning analytics are increasingly being used to support students, identifying those at risk and enabling early intervention.
24. Higher education needs more strategic insight

The thesis in this article is that the HE sector could benefit from applying a strategic focus on students. It argues that students have a wide range of attitudes, motivations, behaviours, and expectations that can be organised around needs rather than characteristics and this can help universities to better understand young people’s experiences and struggles. The author conducted research on student background, university and career choices, health and emotional stability, social behaviours, leadership aspirations, confidence levels, engagement with their university, as well as questions to understand their work readiness, social conscience, and future plans and expectations. Injecting statistical rigour through factor and cluster analysis, the output was a segmentation of students into six groups:

Strategic segmentation could help universities to more confidently develop their service offerings and prioritise improvements, as in this illustrative example. The author argues the approach is even more valuable when universities can compare their own segment composition against the full student market and see where they have gaps. This can help to identify certain segments to target through tailored and more engaging messages, in turn, driving marketing effectiveness.

Segmentation can also help inform how to improve the student experience. With their rising expectations of personalisation and immediate gratification, young people want service offerings to adapt to them. But a strategic segmentation can still help deliver services that feel personalised without necessarily needing to treat each individual student differently.

---
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Cisco Systems published a white paper on the internet of things and its impact on education in 2013 which – given the slow time to move towards (even early) adoption remains relevant now. The paper makes the key point that universities will need to prepare students to work in a world in which IoT practice will be widespread.

Cisco identified ‘four pillars for the IoE in Education’. Adopting IoE into the learning environment as well as the services environment will require universities to address all four:

- **People** in 2030 will be hyper connected and the sector will need to track and understand these connections in order to monitor how much time they spend on course materials and in forums, to identify which experts and materials need to be brought into the learning programme at which points in time. Critically, this information will provide **individualised feedback to teachers**, helping them to improve course content, methodology, process of delivering courses, and best practice in achieving learning outcomes through technology.

- **Process** will connect people, data and things together. Connections will become increasingly relevant value creators, delivering the right information is delivered to the right person, at the right time, in the right way.

- **Data** will become more intelligent, providing higher level information designed to support learning requirements. For example, researchers will be able to tag and collect data from physical objects and feed information to other programs for analysis, improving the accuracy of their research.

- **Things** objects will become context aware due to the data sensors that will connect everything together. They will providing more experiential information to help people and machines make relevant and valuable decisions. This will have profound implications for research practice, access to and availability of data.
26. How the Internet of Things will transform professional services

A March 2016 article in EdTech considers how the Internet of Things (IoT) will reshape higher education. The article doesn't touch teaching or research but focuses on how IoT will impact on professional services – or business delivery to put it another way.

It points out that IoT will enable institutions to begin deploying connected security equipment, such as cameras, access controls, locks and other monitoring devices. IoT enabled classroom technologies will be upgraded and repaired remotely and timeously (and, of course, not necessarily from the same campus, city or even country in which the university is located). Facilities maintenance will benefit from the IoT’s monitoring and control capabilities, as higher ed institutions install technologies such as smart HVAC systems and water and energy meters that can not only streamline repairs but also lower resource consumption.

However universities decide to incorporate the technology, IoT is sure to rapidly alter business processes. For that reason, universities should consider proactively adjusting their change management programmes and providing training and professional development opportunities that will help staff evolve with the new technology.

Improvements to campus infrastructure will also be instrumental to IoT success. From the sensors involved in facilities maintenance to the smart TVs sitting in students' dormitories, connected devices are producing vast amounts of data every day. That information will only expand as the technology matures and smart objects move from tracking raw data to reporting higher level insights.

Universities can prepare for this influx of data by moving from on premises storage solutions to the private or public cloud. Leaning on the expertise of technology partners can help IT decision makers better identify options that will not only expand the institution’s storage capabilities but also lower its costs and promote mobility. And making the move early will create competitive advantage for universities that can exploit the full value of the IoT, once the technology comes to bear.
The UCL (University College, London) Constitution Unit is exploring options for an English Parliament. Any move outside London would require relocation of English government departments and UCL proposes that a national competition might be the best way to resolve any jealousies over which city might be chosen as the location. Where if the political institutions of the UK begin to change might it end? An article in the FT in November 2017 imagining post Brexit London as a city state may (or may not) have been tongue in cheek but it follows a 2016 petition calling for Sadiq Khan to declare London independent.

In Scotland, opinion on independence remains unchanged since 2014 according to a June 2018 survey conducted for The Times by YouGov: 55% in favour of the union and 45% in favour of independence. Some reports suggest that interest in independence and even a Scottish currency is going again.

Plaid Cymru would hold a referendum on independence if it got in to government in Wales according to Carmarthenshire AM Adam Price. That might be a bold move. While 44% of the Welsh electorate reportedly want an assembly with greater powers, there remains little appetite for Welsh independence currently, with support running at only 7%.
# 28. Jobs lost, Jobs gained
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There is no doubt that robotics will have a major Potential scale of impact on the economy; but how remains a little hard to read. The current mood – perhaps exemplified by a 2017 report from the Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR) and a January 2018 report by the Centre for Cities – is that automation will deepen economic divisions across the country.

The Centre for Cities report suggests that 1 in 5 existing jobs in British cities are likely to be displaced by 2030 as a result of automation and globalisation – 3.6m jobs in total – with retail occupations, customer service roles and warehouse jobs among those most at threat. Cities in the North and Midlands more exposed to these job losses than wealthier cities in the South.

The RSA's Age of Automation report published in September 2017 aims to bring a more reasoned voice to the discussion of automation on jobs and the economy. One of the report’s main conclusions is that AI and robotics are more likely to alter jobs than to eliminate them. Many tasks, it argues, remain outside the scope of machines to deliver; particularly those demanding manual dexterity and deeper forms of creativity and communication. A more important question is how AI and robotics will alter the substance of the many jobs that remain in place.

Seven in ten people in the UK are currently in jobs that are likely to need redesign and workforce retraining. New technologies like artificial intelligence and robotics will generate significant productivity gains and economic growth but will also change the nature of work. The supply of work for people leaving school with limited or no qualifications will decline significantly as jobs requiring limited educational attainment become fully automated and up to one third of work requiring a university degree could be automated by 2030.

This does not necessarily mean that one third of these jobs will disappear – but rather that one third of the constituent activities of most jobs will go. These changes will challenge current educational and workforce training models, as well as business approaches to skill building. Mid career job training and worker redeployment will be essential.

Much will come down to the choices we make as a society. However, as the RSA report argues, these choices will be largely irrelevant unless the UK accelerates its take up of AI and robotics – an area where we are falling behind our main competitors.
The Economist reports on visiting Humanyze, a Palo Alto firm that provides “people analytics” to clients. Its employees mill around an office full of sunlight and computers, as well as beacons that track their location and interactions. Everyone is wearing an ID badge the size of a credit card and the depth of a book of matches. It contains a microphone that picks up whether they are talking to one another; Bluetooth and infrared sensors to monitor where they are; and an accelerometer to record when they move.

“Every aspect of business is becoming more data driven. There’s no reason the people side of business shouldn’t be the same,” says Ben Waber, Humanyze’s boss. The company’s staff are treated much the same way as its clients. Data from their employees’ badges are integrated with information from their email and calendars to form a full picture of how they spend their time at work. Clients get to see only team level statistics, but Humanyze’s employees can look at their own data, which include metrics such as time spent with people of the same sex, activity levels and the ratio of time spent speaking versus listening.

Such insights can inform corporate strategy. For example, according to Mr Waber, firms might see that a management team is communicating only with a couple of departments and neglecting others; that certain parts of a building are underused, so the space should be redesigned; that teams are given the wrong incentives; or that diversity initiatives are not working.

Hitachi sells a similar product, which it has cheerily branded a “happiness meter”. Employee welfare is a particular challenge in Japan, which has a special word, karoshi, for death by overwork. Hitachi’s algorithms infer mood levels from physical movement and pinpoint business problems that might not have been noticed before, says Kazuo Yano, Hitachi’s chief scientist. For example, one manufacturing client found that when young employees spent more than an hour in a meeting, whole teams developed lower morale.
Shell Global’s most recent scenarios for the future are the New Lens Scenarios, which explore two possible ways the 21st century could unfold with dramatically different implications for society and the world’s energy system.

There are consider two possible scenarios of the future, each taking a number of pressing global trends and issues and using them as “lenses” through which to view the world.

The scenarios provide a detailed analysis of current trends and their likely trajectory into the future. They dive into the implications for the pace of global economic development, the types of energy we use to power our lives and the growth in greenhouse gas emissions.

Mountains, the first scenario, describes a world with power locked in and held tightly by the currently influential. Stability is the highest prize: those at the top align their interests to unlock resources steadily and cautiously, not solely dictated by immediate market forces. The resulting rigidity within the system dampens economic dynamism and stifles social mobility.

In Oceans, the second scenario, influence stretches far and wide. Power is devolved, competing interests are accommodated and compromise is king. Economic productivity surges on a huge wave of reforms, yet social cohesion is sometimes eroded and politics destabilised. This causes much secondary policy development to stagnate, giving immediate market forces greater prominence.

The two scenarios also highlight areas of public policy likely to have the greatest influence on the development of cleaner fuels, improvements in energy efficiency and on moderating greenhouse gas emissions.

They also raise surprising questions. For instance, could photovoltaic solar power become the world’s largest energy source by the 2070s? Might global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions be near zero by 2100, thanks partly to technology that removes CO2 from the atmosphere?
Doctors have started prescribing bikes in an attempt to combat obesity, prevent heart disease and improve the health of overweight patients.

The initiative, for NHS patients in Wales, is an example of the growing practice of social prescribing – patients are able to get a prescription for a six month membership with bike share provider Nextbike and "dish out a dose of pedal power," NHS Wales said.

Nextbike operates in a range of cities around the UK and also on the University of Warwick campus as well as providing sites in Coventry.

Aberdeen launched a public consultation on its own proposals for a bike hire scheme in April 2019.

These schemes are increasing in popularity, not just for the physical health benefits to less active individuals, but also as a cost effective carbon free way to travel.

Should the University consider playing an active role in development of the scheme.
A report by Aberdeen City Council published in November 2018 highlights the outlook for the city and the region into the 2020s.

Key findings include

- Consistent evidence of cautious optimism and signs that economic conditions are gradually improving
- GVA per head in Aberdeen remains the highest in Scotland
- The region continues to perform strongly in export markets, with around 21% of the value of Scottish exports coming from the North east
- Emerging signs of improvement in the labour market, with employment rates recovering and rising from 70% in Aberdeen in 2016 to 76% in 2018
- The first rise in the number of jobs being supported by the UK offshore oil and gas sector since the downturn in 2014, increasing to 282,700 in 2018 from 280,000 in 2017
- Stability returning to the local property market, suggesting the decline in house prices may have bottomed out
- Independent growth forecasts of between 1.1% to 1.5% per annum until 2020, against the Scottish range of 0.85% to 1.7% and the UK range of 1.4% to 2.0%.

The report is positive overall, while noting challenges on a regional and national level relating to Brexit, that ageing population, technological change, productivity, the future of oil and gas, inclusive economic growth and inward investment.
This report, available from Elsevier’s website, highlights that the research ecosystem is undergoing rapid and profound change, fueled by a wide range of factors from advances in technology and funding pressures to political uncertainty and population shifts.

In an attempt to understand how these trends might shape the research landscape in the decade ahead, Elsevier and Ipsos MORI conducted a yearlong scenario planning study, gathering the opinions of more than 2,000 researchers and expert stakeholders around the world.

The report lays out three plausible scenarios for 2029 showing how R&D could transform over the next decade. It also makes clear that “business as usual” will no longer be possible for any member of the research ecosystem.

The future scenarios are:

- **Brave open world**, a scenario where state and philanthropic funders align in their goals, approaches and principles, resulting in open science taking off, aided by artificial intelligence enabled technologies.
- **Tech titans**, a scenario where technology companies support the research ecosystem and become knowledge creators and curators in a world where industry funds more and more research.
- **Eastern ascendance**, a scenario where China’s growing economic power and focus on research and development (R&D) influences the previously Western dominated research landscape, resulting in a fragmented world.

The report lists 19 key drivers that the authors believe are changing the research ecosystem. These are bundled into 6 main themes:

1. Funding the future
2. Pathways to open science
3. How researchers work: change ahead
4. Technology: revolution or evolution?
5. Building the future research information system
6. The academy and beyond

Each theme is explored in detail in the report.
Scotland Skills 2030 sets out the opportunities and challenges facing Scotland in the coming decade and outlines how the skills system could be at the centre of navigating a path through to 2030 in a way that delivers the inclusive economic growth Scotland needs to see.

Scotland goes into the next few years with pre-existing weaknesses around career progression, pay and productivity – including a productivity gap in its low wage sectors compared to European competitors. Equally, it has a skills system that has overlaps and gaps, and in particular a gap in terms of mid career provision with much of the skills system focussed on early or pre career learning.

In a future world of work – with longer working lives potentially in multiple jobs, for multiple employers and in multiple careers – Scotland will need to do more in terms of mid career learning. Over 2.5 million adults of working age in Scotland today, or 78 per cent, will still be of working age by 2030. Equally, over 46 per cent of jobs – some 1.2 million – in Scotland are at high risk of potential automation over the next few decades.

While there are gaps in the publicly funded skills system, these do not seem to be being plugged by employers themselves. Investment in training by employers has dropped in recent years across the UK, and too many employers are pursuing a low skilled business model. This investment also has a social dimension, with high skilled workers twice as likely to receive investment in their skills as low skilled workers.

This report outline a number of recommendations for reform:

1. **An Open Institute of Technology: Plugging the mid career provision gap**

   A new mid career learning route, with a mix of online and face to face provision delivered through existing providers, in a fully flexible, transferable and modular approach. This route would be focussed on delivering improved rates of career progression, pay and productivity, starting in low skill sectors.

2. **A focus on progression, pay and productivity: Delivering clear outcomes at the national level**

   The skills system as a whole should be focussed on improving Scotland’s rates of career progression, pay and productivity – moving to an outcome based approach around these ‘three Ps’.

3. **Progression agreements: Delivering outcomes at the classroom level**

   New tripartite agreements between learners, employers and skills providers should be introduced. Employers would agree to a form of career progression if learners meet certain learning outcomes, and in return the skills provider would fund provision (through public funding). This would bring a focus on progression and a test of learner and employer demand at the micro level.
4. **Career pathways: Learner and employer co design**

Career pathways should be developed in Scotland that outline the education, qualifications and skills required to progress through a range of careers, co designed by learners and employers.

5. **Qualifications review: Improving flexibility and transferability**

Skills qualifications should be reviewed to ensure they remain fit for their purpose – particularly in relation to further education – to explore the ability to modularise and move more of the system online, and to open up the transferability of qualifications across the full range of learning routes.

6. **Innovation academies: Driving improved innovation and productivity through the skills system**

New sector based innovation academies should be established, tasked with driving productivity levels up, including through harnessing the potential of the work undertaken by colleges and skills providers every day to bring innovation to business practices in Scotland.

7. **Business investment, the apprenticeship levy and business taxes: The specific role of employers**

Business investment has been declining across the UK. With the introduction of the UK wide apprenticeship levy, we need to see an increase in investment, and further work needs to be done to encourage and enable employers to adopt high skill business models. To champion this, the Scottish government should consider how business tax allowances could be used to encourage investment in skills by employers.

8. **A new progression unit: Tackling the ‘progression gap’**

This report identifies a ‘progression gap’ – low levels of career progression for low skilled workers in Scotland – which we suspect is related to the attainment gap at school, and the fair access gap in post 16 education.

Improving progression rates will also work to tackle rates of in work poverty and drive social mobility in Scotland. A new progression unit would be tasked with researching, monitoring and evaluating activity designed to close this progression gap.
Instead of *going to college to get a job*, students will increasingly be *going to a job to get a college degree*.

Today, the **#1 reason** why Americans value and pursue higher education is “to get a good job.” The path has always been assumed as linear: first, go to college and then, get a good job. But what if there was a path to get a good job first – a job that comes with a college degree? In the near future, a substantial number of students (including many of the most talented) will go straight to work for employers that offer a good job along with a college degree and ultimately a path to a great career.

This shift will go down as the biggest disruption in higher education whereby colleges and universities will be disintermediated by employers and job seekers going direct. Higher education won’t be eliminated from the model; degrees and other credentials will remain valuable and desired, but for a growing number of young people they’ll be part of getting a job as opposed to college as its own discrete experience. This is already happening in the case of working adults and employers that offer college education as a benefit. But it will soon be true among traditional age students. Based on a Kaplan University Partners-QuestResearch study I led and which was released today, I predict as many as one-third of all traditional students in the next decade will "Go Pro Early" in work directly out of high school with the chance to earn a college degree as part of the package.

This disruption is being driven by several converging forces: the unsustainable rise in college tuition, a change in consumer demand among prospective students, extreme negativity about the work readiness of college graduates, an unpacking of what makes college effective (*work-integrated and relationship-rich*), and emerging talent attraction and development strategies by employers. These signs and signals pointing toward a more direct employer-student model of higher education are already emerging. And, the parents of the coming generation of college students in the US have just given a resounding vote of confidence in this future approach to college and career development.

### 35. The biggest disruption in higher education?
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Instead of *going to college to get a job*, students will increasingly be *going to a job to get a college degree*.

Today, the **#1 reason** why Americans value and pursue higher education is “to get a good job.” The path has always been assumed as linear: first, go to college and then, get a good job. But what if there was a path to get a good job first – a job that comes with a college degree? In the near future, a substantial number of students (including many of the most talented) will go straight to work for employers that offer a good job along with a college degree and ultimately a path to a great career.

This shift will go down as the biggest disruption in higher education whereby colleges and universities will be disintermediated by employers and job seekers going direct. Higher education won’t be eliminated from the model; degrees and other credentials will remain valuable and desired, but for a growing number of young people they’ll be part of getting a job as opposed to college as its own discrete experience. This is already happening in the case of working adults and employers that offer college education as a benefit. But it will soon be true among traditional age students. Based on a Kaplan University Partners-QuestResearch study I led and which was released today, I predict as many as one-third of all traditional students in the next decade will "Go Pro Early" in work directly out of high school with the chance to earn a college degree as part of the package.

This disruption is being driven by several converging forces: the unsustainable rise in college tuition, a change in consumer demand among prospective students, extreme negativity about the work readiness of college graduates, an unpacking of what makes college effective (*work-integrated and relationship-rich*), and emerging talent attraction and development strategies by employers. These signs and signals pointing toward a more direct employer-student model of higher education are already emerging. And, the parents of the coming generation of college students in the US have just given a resounding vote of confidence in this future approach to college and career development.
The authors of this article suggest that effective interdisciplinary mentoring is important, strategic and undervalued. Interdisciplinary mentors connect ostensibly unrelated disciplines in ways ranging from odd to innovative to visionary. They push their students to experiment with contrasting disciplines they are then expected to recombine in novel ways.

They are also often undervalued and vulnerable, working at the interfaces of their fields with contrasting ones deriving grants from nontraditional sources or without external support. Their department chairs and colleagues on salary or promotion committees often wish they had stayed strictly within the field for which they were hired, making promotions a challenge. Many cultivate iconoclastic personalities that antagonize their provosts, deans or chairs - but that can endear them to students, especially those - often brilliant - who struggle with professional and personal identity.

One may encounter some resistance to interdisciplinary appointments. And frequently, faculty mentors who straddle two fields are marginalized by both. But having multiple mentors with different approaches from different disciplines adds great value to scholars.

While it adds powerful pedagogical value, interdisciplinary mentoring costs more. It demands investment from institutions if they are to have faculty members whose work unconventionally connects disciplines. Moreover, professors who stray from the conventional path before earning tenure place themselves at jeopardy.

To create a community of such mentors on campus, cultivating and supporting them, administrators and other faculty members must recognize and reward their contributions, protecting them from forces that diminish their effectiveness or availability. One move might be simply creating an Interdisciplinary Mentors Society, underwriting inherently appealing periodic gatherings. Forming a peer group of these mentors, possibly within undergraduate research programs, enables them to support and learn from one another, and to help train those who aspire to such roles.

Also, just as universities proudly take credit for the success of their alumni, mentors should be recognized for the accomplishments of former students who were able to redraw interdisciplinary boundaries because their early academic role models showed them the path. This recognition remains relevant however long the time between the mentoring and the former student's accomplishments. The latency of interdisciplinary mentoring should not devalue its import. We must invest now, not only for next year, but for the decades ahead. This will take unremitting, patient effort over the long haul.
37. The four futures of work
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Four Futures of Work, from the RSA Future Work Centre argues that policy makers should focus more on how automation will transform all work, not just lead to job losses. Rising inequality, growing suppression in the workplace, stagnant wages, heightened discrimination and bias, and deepening geographic division could all have a bigger impact than job losses to robots. The study details four very different ‘scenarios’ for the future of work in the UK:

The Big Tech Economy describes a world where most technologies develop at a rapid pace, from self driving cars to 3D printing. A new machine age delivers significant improvements in the quality of products and public services, with the cost of everyday goods including transport and energy plummeting. However, unemployment and economic insecurity creep upwards, and the spoils of growth are offshored and concentrated in a handful of US and Chinese tech behemoths. The dizzying pace of change leaves workers and unions with little time to respond.

The Precision Economy portrays a future of hyper surveillance. Technological progress is moderate, but a proliferation of sensors allows firms to create value by capturing and analysing more information on objects, people and the environment. Gig platforms take on more prominence and rating systems become pervasive in the workplace. While some lament these trends as invasive, others believe they have ushered in a more meritocratic society where effort is more generously rewarded. A hyper connected society also leads to wider positive spill overs, with less waste as fewer resources are left idle.

The Exodus Economy is characterised by an economic slowdown. A crash on the scale of 2008 dries up funding for innovation and keeps the UK in a low skilled, low productivity and low paid rut. Faced with another bout of austerity, workers lose faith in the ability of capitalism to improve their lives, and alternative economic models gather interest. Cooperatives and mutuals emerge in large numbers to serve people's core economic needs in food, energy and banking. While some workers struggle on poverty wages, others discover ways to live more self sufficiently, including by moving away from urban areas.

The Empathy Economy envisages a future of responsible stewardship. Technology advances at a clip, but so too does public awareness of its dangers. Tech companies self regulate to stem concerns and work hand in hand with external stakeholders to create new products that work on everyone's terms. Automation takes places at a modest scale but is carefully managed in partnership with workers and unions. Disposable income flows into 'empathy sectors' like education, care and entertainment. This trend is broadly welcomed but brings with it a new challenge of emotional labour, where the need to be continuously expressive and available takes its toll.
Nesta’s report, *The Future of Skills: Employment in 2030*, maps out how employment is likely to change in the future and anticipates a number of new occupations and skills requirements. Nesta’s key findings are that

- Around one tenth of the workforce are in occupations that are likely to grow as a percentage of the workforce and round one fifth are in occupations that will likely shrink.

- Education, healthcare, and wider public sector occupations are likely to grow while some low skilled jobs, in fields like construction and agriculture, are less likely to suffer poor labor market outcomes than has been assumed in the past.

- The report highlights the skills that are likely to be in greater demand in the future, which include interpersonal skills, higher order cognitive skills, and systems skills.

- It also identifies how the skills make up of different occupations can be altered to improve the odds that they will be in higher demand in the future.

- The future workforce will need broad based knowledge in addition to the more specialised skills that will are needed for specific occupations.

Recent debates about the future of jobs have mainly focused on whether or not they are at risk of automation. Studies have generally minimized the potential effects of automation on job creation, and have tended to ignore other relevant trends, including globalisation, population aging, urbanisation, and the rise of the green economy.

In this study Nesta show both what the UK can expect and where it should be uncertain; about the future, highlighting likely dynamics in different parts of the labour market — from sectors like food and health to manufacturing.

Nesta believe it is possible to predict what kinds of new jobs may come into existence and how existing roles may change, both in the US and UK by 2030.
39. The future is coming: ready or not?

In this follow up to its report *Scotland Skills 2030* (see scan in this volume), IPPR Scotland has offered an analysis of what needs to change to make Scotland ready for the future.

**Disruption will be significant over the coming years – the skills system needs to be ready:** Almost half of jobs Scotland (46 per cent) have a high potential of change through automation over the coming years, bringing huge new demand for upskilling and reskilling. At the same time, the number of pensioners for every 100 people of working age will increase from 29 per 100 to 36 per 100 between now and 2040. To protect living standards we will need significant increases in the working age population or we will need to deliver significant increases in productivity from the remaining working age population.

**Scotland will need to develop a new lifelong learning offer with fully flexible provision – from intense bursts of learning to very part time learning, modular, and tailored specifically to learner choices and employer needs:** This could place learners at the heart of new lifelong learning provision and enable employers of all sizes to engage with the skills system and workers, including the self employed, to access in work learning.

**Curricula will need to be based on skills, attributes and a competency based approach:** The aim of the skills system, including increased provision for mid career workers, should be to develop skills, attributes and competencies. Given likely significant levels of disruption, Scotland will need to create adaptive and resilient learners, and adaptive and resilient employers, through learning that goes beyond employees’ existing roles, and employers’ short term needs.

**The skills system will need to be an ‘early adopter’ of new technologies:** We will need the skills system to become an early adopter of new technologies in how people learn, mixing online and face to face learning, increasing the impact from investment in skills, and keeping up with a world of work that will see far greater use of technologies.

**The costs of transition will be large and should be shared between the public and employers:** The transition from today to the Scotland we will need in the future will be expensive. We will need to see significant increases in provision for over 21s to reskill and upskill as automation, ageing and economic change bring significant disruption. IPPR have estimated that the additional skills investment required to aid transition, and prepare for automation, will reach £250 million per year in Scotland by 2025. The benefits of successfully managing the disruption we face could be significant. Therefore, the costs of transition should be shared.
40. The Future of Universities Thoughtbook
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The Future of Universities Thoughtbook brings together 40 visions from invited professionals to create a vision for the future of universities and how they could potentially impact the world and their community to 2040.

The Thoughtbook can be downloaded from the [website](#).

The thought book aims to trigger thinking about the future of global higher education. In its preface, it offers a ‘thought starter’ on the likely effects of mega trends in the development of the university towards 2040, reproduced here in its entirety.

According to OECD predictions, the need for higher education globally as well as within industrialised countries will continue to increase.

This is only one of the many factors that will influence the future development of universities. As an introduction to the topic of universities of the future, we looked at universities through the lens of global megatrends. The consultancy firm McKinsey identified four global megatrends, ‘global shifts reshaping the world’, which will impact society over the years to come:

- Emerging markets and urbanization
- Trade, people, finance, and data: Greater global connections
- Accelerating technological change
- Responding to the challenges of an aging world

We will look firstly at the impact of these megatrends, and subsequently, on what it will mean for universities until 2040.

‘Emerging markets and the urbanisation megatrend’ will lead to an unprecedented consumer market and the emerging market cities will deliver half of the global GDP growth. With the economic scales shifting to wards the south and east, and cities growing even further in size, where does this leave universities as anchor institutions? Firstly, there are opportunities for universities from industrialised countries to acquire income from tuition (education as an export) and brain power for excellent research through international students. In this situation, masses of students from emerging nations, seek educational opportunities at higher ranked universities in more established markets such as the US, the UK and Australia.
However, as the quality of local universities in emerging markets grows in the coming years, there will conversely be less demand to attend universities in industrialised countries. Nevertheless, opportunities for universities in developed nations to ‘cherry pick’ the best and most motivated students from emerging markets will remain. The challenge for national governments and to a lesser degree universities will be to attract and retain that talent and thereby maintain their competitive edge in the knowledge society. Moreover, as the overall population and the middle class is able to afford the costs of education from emerging markets grow, demand for higher education globally will continue to increase despite the population of Western economies starting to decline. This megatrend will primarily benefit local universities in emerging countries as well as the elite universities from industrialised countries or more entrepreneurial universities from the pack of non elite universities in industrialised countries.

Urbanization will generally favour urban, as opposed to regional, universities. However, following some prominent examples of regional universities closing, regional governments will recognise that their local universities are the engines of their region and part of the solution to wards reducing this trend. There will be a realisation that through the loss of regionally based universities, the ‘brain drain’ to cities will intensify and the sources of new industry and local jobs will be lost. Resultantly, local governments and industry increasingly fight to save their universities.

The megatrend, ‘Trade, people, finance, and data: Greater global connections’, signals an increasing interconnectivity across the globe and the breaking down of geographical barriers for collaboration. The potential lies in more connected networks of universities, innovation networks including business, supply and open innovation networks as well as movement of students which will create a more polarised higher education sector. This polarisation will further enable the resource rich and sought after elite universities to increasingly collaborate with major international companies across the globe supplying them with leading edge research and talent to solve innovation challenges.

At the same time, ‘the rest’ of the universities will be forced to diversify away, specialise, unite or innovate radically to survive while coping with mass produced MOOCs and radical new players in the higher education sector such as Coursera, edX and LinkedIn. The successful diversification strategies pursued by the surviving universities will include focusing on (1) emerging needs (e.g. dual study programmes, lifelong learning), (2) specific emerging technical capabilities (e.g. advanced manufacturing, ICT, artificial intelligence) and (3) specific programme topics (e.g. eco energy, mobility, security and terrorism, big data management, social entrepreneurship). The ‘rest’ will also shift their education emphasis away from deep technical knowledge and towards developing more ‘T shaped’ students with ‘future proof’ competencies including problem solving, self management and entrepreneurship capabilities as well as soft skills and emotional intelligence.

The impact of these previous megatrends will also be influenced by the megatrend ‘Accelerating technological change’, whose effect will be two fold. Firstly, as technology such as robotics and AI increasingly replaces jobs relying on high speed accuracy and repetition in both the blue and white collar fields, demand for knowledge intensive jobs demanding cognitive, critical and creative thinking skills of humans will increase as will the need to have higher education degrees.

The use of technology is already reducing the amount of routine academic and administrative positions in universities and this trend will continue especially as information through the
internet and MOOCs becomes more accessible. Moreover, combined with AI technology, the early years of the bachelor degree will be better and more individually supported by technology, reducing the quantity of lecturers required.

Conversely, there will be a need for more personalised mentoring as well as synthesizing group work and student interaction across disciplines and borders. This too will be partly supported by AI, which will monitor students’ pulse rate, pupils and facial clues as well as by providing live translations. These developments will also be aided by technology, as screens morph into international portals featuring avatars and realistic holograms of participants as well as new mobility devices, all of which enable better collaboration. This will also put the urbanisation and emerging market trend into a different perspective. In line with Thomas Friedman’s thinking, the world becomes truly flat through the application of virtual, augmented, or mixed reality in higher education.

The loss of jobs to technology will be partly offset by the reduction in the working age population in industrialised countries and the need to ‘respond to the challenges of an aging world’. Despite an increasing retirement age, the jobs of looking after baby boomers will be partly taken over by technology, however will also require more human centred health care workers creating a need for human centric (social sciences and humanities) and health professionals (science, technology, engineering and mathematics).

Changing employer or even the type of job at an advanced age (e.g. beyond 50) will be more common. Experience will be valued more than today primarily because technology will make information and facts more ubiquitous and experience will be vital to filter out the most useful information and apply it to the task at hand.

The increases in life spans and the likelihood that workers in the future will need to change careers multiple times will present universities with significant opportunities. Considering that, there are few over 45 who grew up with today’s technology and most have known the university as it currently is, many will still turn to the university to gain a new skill, reinvent themselves or out of interest as they move into retirement years.
41. The global economic order in 2030?
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Global economic growth will be driven by emerging market economies, which will gradually increase their share of world GDP over time, leading to a doubling of the global economy by 2042. Growth will be at an annual average rate of around 2.6% between 2016 and 2050. The E7 economies - Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia and Turkey - will growing at an annual average rate of almost 3.5% over the next 34 years, compared to just 1.6% for the advanced G7 nations of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK and the US.

We will continue to see the shift in global economic power away from established advanced economies, especially those in Europe, towards emerging economies in Asia and elsewhere. The E7 could comprise almost 50% of world GDP by 2050, while the G7’s share could decline to only just over 20%.

China has already overtaken the US to become the world’s largest economy in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms, while India currently stands in third place and is projected to overtake the US by 2050 in PPP terms. On this basis, the UK will fall to 10th place by 2050.
42. The impact of AI on business and education
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In March 2018, the Government launched its Sector Deal for Artificial Intelligence to take "immediate, tangible actions" to advance the UK’s ambitions in AI and the data driven economy. The Sector Deal outlines a package of up to £0.95 billion of support for government, industry and academia.

In a special report published in March 2018, The Economist focussed on how AI is beginning its journey out of the lab and into business. Johnson & Johnson, a consumer goods firm, and Accenture, a consultancy, use AI to sort through job applications and pick the best candidates; Caesars, a casino and hotel group, use it to guess customers’ likely spending and offer personalised promotions to draw them in. Bloomberg, a media and financial information firm, uses AI to scan companies’ earnings releases and automatically generate news articles. Vodafone, a mobile operator, can predict problems with its network and with users’ devices before they arise. Companies in every industry use AI to monitor cyber security threats and other risks, such as disgruntled employees; Amazon uses AI widely for tasks such as guiding robots in its warehouses and optimising packing and delivery, as well as detecting counterfeit goods and powering its speaker, Alexa. Alibaba, a Chinese rival, also makes extensive use of AI, for example in logistics; and its online payments affiliate, Ant Financial, is experimenting with facial recognition for approving transactions.

As AI spreads beyond the tech sector, it will fuel the rise of new firms that challenge incumbents. This is already happening in the car industry, with autonomous vehicle startups and ride hailing firms such as Uber. But it will also change the way other companies work, transforming traditional functions such as supply chain management, customer service and recruitment.

Despite developments in industry, continued reports suggest AI is having limited impact on higher education. A recent paper Exploring the impact of artificial intelligence on teaching and learning in higher education suggests AI offers new openings for education for all, while fostering lifelong learning in a strengthened model that can preserve the integrity of core values and the purpose of higher education. The paper explores ethics, the changing roles of teachers on learning pathways and a new set of graduate attributes such as imagination, creativity, and innovation that are unlikely to be replicated by machines.
The Industrial Strategy sets out the UK Government’s plan to help businesses create better, higher paying jobs by investing in the skills, industries and infrastructure of the future and sets out a policy framework against which major private and public sector investment decisions can be made to support its implementation. The Strategy is built on five foundations – ideas, people, infrastructure, business environment and places – and organised around four ‘Grand Challenges’ (artificial intelligence and the data revolution; clean growth; healthy ageing; and the future of mobility). It shows a clear recognition of the role that universities have to play in improving the UK’s productivity performance and increasing economic growth. Investment in R&D is a key part of the strategy for tackling the productivity challenge, with an ambition of increasing total R&D investment to 2.4% of GDP by 2027, and 3% in the longer term.

One year on, the broad consensus among business lobby groups and industry executives is that progress has been made with the industrial strategy. But more work needs to be done, notably to develop workers’ skills and to boost the productivity of small and medium sized businesses.

There are, of course, implications for university funding.

Making sure the Industrial Strategy works in Scotland and contributes to achieving Scottish Government’s priorities around inclusive economic growth is going to be important. The Scottish Government needs to make sure the consequential funding from increases for English HEIs for research and innovation come to Scottish HEIs to enable them to leverage in more investment in research and innovation in Scotland from UK, business and international sources. It also need to stimulate business demand for innovation and for working with universities to make the most of the Scotland’s world leading research in the grand challenge areas.
Digital software platforms have changed everyday life for billions around the world. Platforms for higher education are now shaking up the way universities operate too. The “platform university” is being built on top of the campus, and its main motive is to profit from the HE market through the lucrative currency of student data.

A market in HE platforms is now expanding fast. The platform university is the result of multiple trends—demands for enhanced performance measurement; the opening up of HE to alternative providers; increased marketization, internationalisation, competition, and innovation; and the “unbundling” of HE into discrete services for outsourcing to platform providers, which then repackage those services for sale back to the sector.

Platforms for matching students to degrees and graduates to jobs have become especially successful, and are prototypical of what the platform university portends. One of the most widely used, Studyportals, markets its service as an “International Study Choice Platform”. In 2018 alone it “helped 36 million students around the world to explore study programmes and make an informed choice, throughout over 190,000 courses at 3,200+ educational institutes across 110 countries”. Likewise, Debut uses data provided by student users to match graduates to employer internships and graduate schemes. The US platform Handshake also recently received US$40million venture capital from an investment team that included Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg. Its 2018 Campus to Career report details employment trends of over 9 million students who have used the platform—positioning itself as an authority on employability.

The global education business Pearson recently announced plans to offer on demand services through a “global digital platform”. Bypassing the university to market “pay to view” education streaming services direct to the consumer, it plans to become the Netflix of education. Simultaneously, it is selling online learning platforms to universities to improve internationalisation performance.

By transforming HE to be more demand driven and on demand, platform companies are making the sector into a profitable market. Venture capital investment in HE platforms can be eye watering.
The world has 12 years to limit climate change catastrophe

- the IPCC’s Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 °C published in October 2018 warns that the world has 12 years to limit climate change catastrophe and that we need to cut carbon pollution as much as possible and as fast as possible.

- WWF’s Living Planet Report 2018, also published in October 2018, shows that wildlife populations have declined by over half in under fifty years. This is, says WWF, the last generation that can save nature.

- the Committee on Climate Change’s report Managing the coast in a changing climate, published in October 2018 highlights that England will have to adapt to at least 1m of sea level rise within the next 80 years. This will place 1.6 million properties under risk and threaten infrastructure. Sea level rise will, of course, also affect the rest of the UK.

- plastics pollution is at crisis point globally. 79% of all plastic produced ends up in landfills, dumps or in the wider environment – including the world’s seas. Single Use Plastics: A Roadmap for Sustainability, a UN Environment report published in June 2018 highlights the scale of the problem globally and suggests a raft of policy responses to manage impact. China’s import restrictions on waste from the UK create an additional set of challenges for affected councils in the immediate future.

Press coverage has been highly vocal about the need to act now. However, writing in Scientific American on 25 December 2018, Kate Marvel, a climate scientist at Columbia University commented that:

You may have heard that we have 12 years to fix everything. This is well meaning nonsense, but it’s still nonsense. We have both no time and more time. Climate change isn’t a cliff we fall off, but a slope we slide down and we can always choose to begin the long, slow, brutal climb back up.

It’s true that we’re not going to get utopia. The planet has already warmed by one degree Celsius. Most of the coral reefs are going to die, and many of the glaciers will melt...[We] don’t have to settle for dystopia. It’s going to be worse, but it doesn’t have to be bleak.
46. Transition to a low carbon economy

The UK government announced in July 2017 that it would ban all new petrol and diesel cars and vans from 2040 amid fears that rising levels of nitrogen oxide pose a major risk to public health. Ministers suggested NOX poses the largest environmental risk to public health in the UK, costing up to £2.7bn in lost productivity in one recent year. With two days, the National Grid raised concerns about its ability to cope with the potential 50% increase in electricity demanded by electric vehicles (EVs).

In September 2017, the Scottish Government announced plans to phase out new petrol and diesel cars and vans across Scotland by 2032, eight years ahead of the UK Government target. Making the announcement, Nicola Sturgeon also said there were plans to make the A9 Scotland's first fully electric enabled road and that an innovation fund would be set up to encourage climate change solutions such as charging vehicles in areas with a high concentration of tenements.

The Green Alliance is calling for a more ambitious deadline of 2030 which, it says, would boost sales of electrified cars in the UK and perhaps make the UK a net vehicle exporter. They are not alone in this view. In October 2018, MPs on the Parliamentary business committee called for the ban on new petrol and diesel vehicles to be brought forward to 2032, calling current government plans “vague and unambitious”
47. Trust in the UK’s future
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In January 2017 Edelman, a global communications marketing firm that carries out an annual trust barometer survey identified a sharp drop in trust in the British government, from 36% pre Brexit referendum to 26% by early 2017.

The 2019 Barometer reveals a worsening picture that suggests the UK feels betrayed by politics and politicians, is anxious that we are travelling in the wrong direction and that the populace have a hunger for more fairness in society.

The key findings show:
- Since Brexit 4 in 10 Britons feel others are more likely to take part in violent protest
- 69% of us say our fellow citizens are angrier about politics and society since the referendum
- 1 in 6 of us have fallen out with relatives or friends over of leaving the EU
- 6 in 10 Britons believe Government doesn’t listen to “people like them”, regardless of whether they supported remain or leave in the referendum
- Two thirds of us believe the country is on the wrong track
- 7 in 10 Britons feel that life is unfair
- Half of us believe the socio political system is broken
- Both Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn have suffered significant falls in trust

Things are likely to get worse. Paul Johnston, Director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) says the UK is nowhere near out of austerity and there are still big spending cuts and big social security cuts to come. Government borrowing has come down from about 10% of national income to 2% but Britain still runs up extra debt of £40bn a year. The national debt approaching £2tn equates to around 90% of GDP. If interest rates climb and UK debt goes up, there’s a question about when institutions will stop lending to Britain. Johnson suggests it is time for politicians to level with the public about the financial challenges facing the UK. He says both of the main political parties are living in a fantasy world.
48. Urgent need to focus on skills and lifelong learning

Too many young people are leaving education without capabilities that business requires – in a recent CBI and Pearson survey on Education and Skills, two thirds of employers raised concerns about future skills needs.

Further reform to the UK skills system is necessary to boost UK competitiveness and ensure young people and adults are set up to succeed in the future world of work. Putting the right system in place could unlock an annual £22 billion competitiveness dividend.

The Commission’s report provides a set of recommendations for enhancing the education & skills system to put it one step ahead of the needs of the economy, and calls for an immediate focus on:

Ensuring the right provision and flexible pathways are available to give individuals the skills they will need to flourish in a rapidly changing economy. 14 to 16 year olds need broader options, and three clear pathways for 16 year olds need to offer a choice between an academic route, a career focused route, and a route to a particular occupation.

Creating opportunities that stimulate and enable lifelong learning. There are five generations in the workforce today, and two thirds of the 2030 workforce have already left full time education; lifelong learning is required to enable ongoing employability. An easily accessible online portal for employers looking to find learning experiences and training should be created, and an all age career advice and guidance needs to be in place.

Invest further and differently in our education system. Government should invest more and differently in education; all individuals should be entitled to government supported provision up to level 3, and a target should be set for education spending to be a percentage of GDP, including raising 16 to 18 funding per student by 5% a year for five years from 2019 which would bring us into line with the OECD top quintile average. A broad set of measures should be in place to encourage employers and individual to invest more. These include a tax rebate scheme for both employers and individuals, and personal training accounts for the low waged.
The number of robots around the world is increasing rapidly. And it’s said that automation will threaten more than 800m jobs worldwide by 2030. In the UK, it’s claimed robots will replace 3.6m workers which means one in five British jobs would be performed by an intelligent machine.

This article suggests that jobs in higher education are no exception – with recent studies showing a rapid advancement in the use of these technologies in universities. Their full potential is yet to be discovered, but their impact on teaching and learning is expected to be huge. It also suggests that higher education might be affected by these technologies earlier than other sectors (although its worth noting there is some difference of opinion in the literature).

Controversial? Possible? Maybe. But perhaps the earlier application of AI will be in professional services how universities communicate with students, how they meet their needs and how they manage estate and professional services.

AI will enable institutions to begin deploying connected security equipment, such as cameras, access controls, locks and other monitoring devices. AI diagnostic systems will manage classroom technologies, upgraded and repairing them remotely and timeously (and, of course, not necessarily from the same campus, city or even country in which the university is located).

The growing opportunity for any employer is how to deploy the skills of staff who are released from those aspects of the jobs that AI can do (whether these are admin jobs or research jobs). Research by PWC suggests that while AI could displace roughly 7 million jobs in the U.K., it could also create 7.2 million jobs, resulting in a modest net boost of around 200,000 jobs.

Those jobs and the skills required to carry them out will be quite different. That’s a lot of demand for reskilling.
50. Weeding out hate crime

Racism and hate crime is reportedly on the increase. Analysis by *The Independent* found that 129 alleged incidents of racism were reported to UK universities in 2017, compared to 80 incidents in 2015 – a rise of 61 per cent. One concerning fact is that newspaper reports of racism or sexual violence often contain a version of the phrase “…but often students do not tell their university as they fear they will not be taken seriously…”.

The University of Huddersfield is undertaking a £100,000 research project which aims to ensure hate crime cannot take root on UK campuses. Although the University currently has no actual reports of hate crimes in common with many universities across the UK research has shown that victims often fail to report it.

The goal of the project is to investigate and dismantle any barriers that might hinder the reporting of crimes or incidents motivated by factors such as race, gender or disability. One of the outcomes is expected to be the establishment of a single recording and reporting point. The work will also be disseminated across the university sector.

An important element of the project will be recruitment of 20 students who will act as peer educators on campus and online. They will speak with fellow students, possibly run some training programmes and also be active in the digital space. It is possible that an online hate crime reporting tool will be developed, but this will be discussed during the planning phase at the start of the project.
What makes a university a ‘global university’

Education for global citizenship has become a popular concept worldwide. There are, consequently, many examples of good practice worldwide, including the Council for Global Citizenship Education in India; the High Resolves secondary schools initiative in Australia; the Developing the Global Dimension in the School Curriculum report published by the Department for Education and Skills in England; the Activate Network for young people in South Africa; and Peace First, an NGO based in the United States and Colombia.

Universities need to ask what being either global or international might actually mean in terms of their curricula. On the one hand, being international means being able to incorporate international and linguistic diversity dimensions into the curriculum as well as teaching and learning processes and support services. On the other hand, being global in curriculum terms is a broader ambition since it should enable students to gain a better understanding of the world in which they live so that they are able to create something better and more peaceful through intercultural understanding and respect, and so that they can think of the world as being just one nation rather than many different nations.

In exploring this distinction, the author suggests the concept of citizenship of a university is significant. If the university, as an entity, belongs to a specific place, he suggests its citizenship belongs to that place, so for example, the citizenship of the University of Barcelona is Barcelona/Spain/Catalonia. In contrast, if the citizenship of a university is, for example, Spanish, but it is internationally diverse, having staff and students of many nationalities from different parts of the world, this university a Spanish university with international diversification.

By contrasting different concepts of citizenship, he suggests distinguishing between four categories of university: those that are global, multinational, international or national. This categorisation is increasingly important for understanding the competitive positioning and strategic trajectory of individual universities.
52. Your digital friend who's always there for you
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Students from Staffordshire University have been introduced to a new digital friend who will support them throughout their studies.

The University has launched Beacon, an artificial intelligence (AI) education tool, and the first digital assistant of its kind to be operating at a UK university. It is available 24/7 to answer students' questions.

The chatbot can be downloaded in a mobile app and enhances the student experience by answering timetable questions and suggesting societies to join. Beacon can also apply for an exemption from council tax, order new student cards and connect users with lectures. Student can chat with Beacon via text or voice conversation, and as use increases, it becomes smarter. Eventually, it will be able to remind students about classes and deadlines.

“Beacon is one of our first steps in terms of AI,” says Liz Barnes, Staffordshire’s vice chancellor. “It has the ability to provide students with immediate support”, which is important particularly as the younger generation now want instant access to answers”.

Educ AI tion Rebooted?, a report from Nesta, highlights different AI tools being used for a range of purposes in schools and colleges. Some are aimed at tailoring a personalised educational experience for learners. Some use tools such as automated marking to ease teachers’ workloads. Others help managers make decisions, analysing data across multiple colleges to predict which are likely to perform less well in inspections.

Staffordshire is exploring ways to support student wellbeing through AI, including developing a mental health chatbot. “The basic support and recognition of students who need help can all be done through the bot,” says Barnes. “Then we can free people up to meet face to face with students who really need that support.”